VDT1300 DUAL-TECHNOLOGY MOTION SENSOR
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

OPERATING VOLTAGE: 120/277VAC

WARNING: This is a current rated device. Use in applications involving amperage beyond its rating can be dangerous and cause electrical fires.

Wiring must comply with all applicable electrical codes. Turn off power before removing or installing controller.

TERMINOLOGY:
LINE: Incoming power feed from premise wiring
NEUTRAL: Incoming neutral feed from premise wiring

INSTALLING THE VDT1300 DUAL-TECHNOLOGY MOTION SENSOR

1. Twist the mounting plate counter clockwise, releasing it from the sensor housing.
2. Mount the mounting plate on the junction box or trim ring with tabs facing down.
3. Connect wires as described below under Connecting the Wires.
4. Place VDT1300 against the mounting plate and turn clockwise until secure.
CONNECTING THE WIRES:

1. Strip wires to 1/2”.
2. Connect the LINE wire to the BLACK wire on the VDT1300 using a Wire-Nut® or IN-SURE® Push-In connector.
3. Connect the NEUTRAL wire to the WHITE wire on the VDT1300 using a Wire-Nut® or IN-SURE® Push-In connector.

SERIAL NUMBER TRACKING

It is highly recommended to keep close track of all device barcodes. Instructions for ways to track are listed here:

- Remove the 2 tear-away stickers that contain the serial number.
- Apply these to a drawing of the space containing the fixture or a tracking sheet to identify the serial number and its location in the room (tracking sheet available in Appendix of User Manual, p. 47).
- If these tear away labels are missing, please write down the serial number of the sensor in a safe place.
- These serial numbers are required in order to have a fully functioning Audacy Wireless Controls system.

FOR ANY ADDITIONAL CONCERNS: REFER TO THE P-5350 DATA SHEET, THE P-5302 USER MANUAL OR CALL/EMAIL CUSTOMER SERVICE.
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